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Abstract—With social media, the opportunities to promote the tourism destination are virtually endless. This exploratory research is examining crowd working as a new term in tourism that has not been investigated clearly and there is not much information available on it. The purpose of conducting this research is to develop more understanding about crowd working and provide answers to how crowdfunding benefit for tourism industry. This research conducted in Tourism destination in Central java. Data analysed with Amos statistical software. Crowd working in tourism industry defines as tourism destination that employ digital natives to tagging photographs and review their experience in visiting destination to their social media with tagging accounts, hashtag, communities and people. The result show that Crowd working and knowledge destination create an engagements of destination innovativeness to promote the destination trough social media content and this holds an enormous potential for the tourism industry. Knowledge destination is an amount or information owned by a tourism destination resources about the destination. Having sufficient knowledge of tourist destinations will be able to increase the power of innovation so that the impact on marketing performance of tourism destinations will be increased. The power of innovation in a tourist destination greatly supports tourism marketing. Visitors always want to get new experiences and new stories in visiting a tourist destination. The ability of a destination to innovate following changes in existing tourist interests is needed in determining the marketing strategy of a tourist destination. In improving the marketing performance of tourist destinations can be improved through the role of crowd working with its indicators digital communities, social media promotion and networking: through the role of ownership of knowledge destinations and innovativeness. The existing literature on the crowdsourcing concept is relatively limited. Accordingly, this research adds a novel contribution to crowdsourcing literature and evaluates it and its impact as a source of the transformation of the tourism marketing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The industrial world 4.0 has force the organizations to have sufficient intelligence which is able to understand the complexity situation that occurs [1]; have a high adaptability to change [2], adequate thinking systems ability to see inter-affection (closeness) in a larger system [3], high learning abilities [4], and highly innovativeness [5]. Basically every competing tourism destination has a desire to be superior to its competitors [6]. Destination management must apply a competitive strategy to develop its destination and to survive in the competition of the tourism service industry [7].

Tourism Business is a business that sells services. Cusumano and Kahl states that good customer service comes from a work environment that creates more value [8]. If services have been manifested in the nature, attitudes, habits, and daily behaviour then this can create more value for the organization as a result from the awareness and positive perceptions that exist within the company [9], synergizing the human resources strengths to provide the best service, providing maximum satisfaction for tourism service users [10]. The best service ideas are accustomed to flowing, developing, and evolving to create more value [11]. Value creation not only comes from innovation and creativity [12], but also from the right awareness and perception to collaborate with each other, synergize all the competencies and knowledge obtained to provide the best service [13].

As part of this transformation, tourism destination has increasingly been digitising their destination and making them accessible online to the public. This digitisation allows mobility states, and a new type of resources. Internet has become an important part in tourism, it postulates a positive relationship between Internet use and Tourism development. The internet technologies and social networks rapid development possibly enhance new ways of collaborative work mechanisms to emerge outsourcing and crowdsourcing became a powerful competitive strategy, reduce costs and spread the wings of tourism marketing.

Nowadays we can witness all sorts of businesses applying crowdsourcing mechanisms to their work and disrupting old business. The term “crowdsourcing” was defined as a mechanism through which firms can out-source work outside the firm to the individuals with the use of the internet. So many Researchers has their own perception and definitions of crowdsourcing Due to this diverse use of the term and different perspectives on the subject some activities that are being viewed as crowdsourcing by one researcher could not be seen as such by others.

Crowdsourcing is a distributed problem-solving production model that leverages the collective intelligence of online communities to serve specific organizational. Since this
digitalization era, there are more ways to promote Tourism, a crowd working platform is providing a cheap, fast, highly responsive, and highly digitalized skill resources. They provide simple and communicate destination contents in the social media. Crowd workers should provide minimal but crucial information to those people with high Internet use or Internet addiction and those who love to surf the social media in getting information about the destination.

The success of the crowdsourcing platform largely depends on the participation of diverse and large crowd, so the most important thing in this platform was the worker’s motivation. This article aimed to answer the big question of Tourism crowd working, the platform or task features which can facilitate their continuous engagement and its benefit in tourism industry.

II. THEORETICAL FOUNDATION AND PREPOSITION DEVELOPMENT

A. Destination Sustainable Marketing

Tourism marketing strategy can bring competitive advantage to a destination [14]. Scarce, valuable and unique human resources provide sustainable organization / competitive advantage, customer relations and systems that provide organizations with a position for ongoing competition [15]. Tourism marketing strategy is the basic thinking of creating a competitive strategy starts with how the business will be developed, what exactly is the goal and what policies will be needed to achieve that goal [16]. The leisure era turns the tourism destination marketing pattern from print media such as pamphlet, leaflet and books, into a testimony content in social media [17]. People attention now turns to exploring the overt and covert effect communication of discourses of sustainability on destination knowledge and experience in a visiting a tourism destination [6]. Tourism destination marketing in digital is often manifested in a YouTube or social media content which material consist of pleasure, experience, and satisfaction feeling of visiting a tourism destination [18].

Tourism destination marketing is the activity of a tourism destination in creating, communicating, delivering and exchanging all offers that have value to customers and by providing benefits and remaining accountable to society at large [17]. Tourism destination marketing management is all tourism destination activities in selecting target markets, obtaining, maintaining and growing selected customers by creating, delivering and communicating all offers that can satisfy customers also better than competitors [15]. Tourism marketing is a systematic and coordinated execution of tourism business policy whether private or state owned to achieve the optimal satisfaction of the identifiable costumers group needs and to achieve sustainability competitive advantage [18].

B. Destination Innovativeness

Destination innovativeness is the sustainable competitiveness of destination objects and tourist attractions in facing the competition and collaborating with similar objects to synergize strategies to attract the flow of tourist visits [13]. The tourism sector and industry must have uniqueness (differentiation) that is not owned by other regions and in order to establish this uniqueness, tourism marketers must have a high strategy and innovative power [19]. In tourism and hospital companies, innovation has proven to be more complex than general management [20]. Hjalager states that innovation in tourism occurs in the form of products / services, processes, managerial, marketing or institutional innovation [21]. There remains little doubt, however, about the relevance of innovation for the survival of tourism and hospital companies [21]. Previous researches have so far largely concentrated solely on exploring the innovative capabilities of tourist destination actors, without testing the effect on the importance of innovation as a competitive advantage [20].

The current paradigm shift in the meaning of innovation is compared with the development of product packaging, distribution, marketing and strategy [22]. There are many methods used to classify destination innovativeness but generally destination innovativeness revolves around the emphasis on object design and tourist attraction, market research, and advertising and promotion [23]. Destination Innovativeness is an important component in achieving sustainable excellence in the tourism sector for it reflects the important means of which organizations are able to capture new opportunities [9].

Destination Innovativeness reflects the tendency of a tourist destination in supporting new ideas, updates, experimentation, and creative processes that can produce new products, services, or playground developed [20]. Destination Innovativeness is defined as the willingness of tourism companies to innovate [24]. Destination Innovativeness is defined as a company’s tendency to engage in and support new ideas, novelty, experiments, and creative processes which can create new products, services, or technological processes. Destination Innovativeness is generally measured by innovations that occur in tourism which covers tourism products / services, processes, managerial, marketing or innovation of tourist destinations [20].

It can be concluded that Destination Innovativeness is defined as the willingness of tourist destinations to engage in and support new ideas, novelty, experiments, and creative processes which can create new products, services, or new technological processes in existing playing fields. Destination Innovativeness is measured by indicators of assimilation, differentiation, inversion, and integration.

C. Knowledge Destination

Knowledge is a core component of innovation power. Because the knowledge that is embedded in individuals needs to be shared with other members so that it can help as a reference in problem-solving efforts. The tourism industry is an industry that requires tourism actors to have dynamic marketing capabilities and be able to update strategies by adjusting the development of tourist trends / interests, in the face of this highly volatile environment, knowledge sharing behaviour can voluntarily mobilize the knowledge base embedded in individuals to be able to innovate totally [13]. In this highly dynamic global market share, organizations can only become innovative when members are able to share their
implicit knowledge and turn it into explicit knowledge for product and service innovation.

D. Crowdworking

Tourism nowadays has been considered as the most rapidly growing industry. It was seen as a vital tool for employment and wealth creation, social development, and foreign exchange earnings, which concurrently served to enhance cultural knowledge. Tourism also created socio-cultural and political networks, hereby it strengthening international relations too. Hospitality and tourism is one of the industries that is most affected by digital development. Transportation and accommodation companies are two of several industries in tourism industry which are utilize digital marketing techniques in their practices to engage communities and make sure their customers have the best possible away-from-home experience.

Social media has changed the tourism and hospitality industry marketing concept. Most tourists determine their travel plans based on reviews and comments on social media. Online media is become the most important key in building good reputation for a tourism destination, it has disrupted the traditional marketing model for tourism industry with social media, tourism industry players can utilize to build public awareness in increasing tourist behaviour, to enhance the tourist visit rate [25].

The disparital consumption of digital from what it used to be is nowadays people use it for making money. The use of mobile devices is on the rise; people can do anything with their phone. In tourism industry, people can use their gadget to book their airplane tickets and hotel rooms, choose tourism destination by the reviews on social media [25]. It can be said that the opportunities to promote the destination and its amenities online are virtually endless.

Crowd working is becoming increasingly popular. How the model works and why it could revolutionize the working world. While some people see it as a new phenomenon, others see is as an existing potential for a fundamental change in the tourism marketing strategy. Crowd working is the newest member of the set. The term crowdsourcing is a combination of crowd and outsourcing refers to websites that employ people to undertake mainly low-level repetitive tasks such as data entry, ranking URLs on Google, transcibing recordings or tagging photographs. Crowd working sites have been criticised for low pay, no security of employment and no appeal if a worker feels he has been unfairly treated.

Crowd working in tourism industry defines as tourism destination that employ famous people (selebgram, youtuber, blogger and public figures) to tagging photographs and review their experience in visiting destination. But nowadays not only famous people participate in crowd working, digital natives – the youth fluent in using technology are take part in uploading their testimony and experience visiting a destination to their social media with tagging accounts, hashtag, communities and people.

The original idea behind crowdsourcing was voluntary collaboration but nowadays people participate for cash rewards called crowd workers. Crowd working is aimed to creating an engagements of social media and the digitally natives to promote the destination through social media contents [25]. It’s critical that the tourism industry players stay abreast of the latest trends and that they incorporate the most recent technology into the digital marketing strategy.

People believe that the best time of the year can be pricey – not only financially; but searching for the best hotel, the nicest restaurant, the most exciting destinations can also be time consuming and stressful. In this flurry conditions people prefer to see the destination review to decide their visit. This digital marketing initiatives, being able to rely on experiences that others are glad to share with people on the Internet providing a recommendation for a restaurant, travel reports, photo series, and this holds an enormous potential for the tourism industry.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A. Sample

The population of this study is 105 high priority tourism industry in Central Java Province. The sampling method used was census, data obtained were processed by Amos.

B. Measurement of Variables

The variables were measured with questionnaire by using Likert-scale with answer scale of 1 to 5. The scale represented the rating from 'strongly disagree' to 'strongly agree'. Table 1 shows the results of validity and reliability test and a loading factor value above 0.7 [26] and a minimum reliability value of 0.6 [27]. Therefore, it can be concluded that the instrument has the validity and reliability.

Destination knowledge was measured with indicator tourism trends, understand the destination history, knowing the destination well. Destination innovativeness was measured by assimilation, differentiation, inversion, and integration. Crowd working was measured with social media promotion, networking and digital communication. Sustainable marketing performance was measured with obtaining visitor, selecting target market, maintaining visitor rate, growing income.

The variables were measured with questionnaire by using Likert-scale with answer scale of 1 to 5. The scale represented the rating from 'strongly disagree' to 'strongly agree'. Table 1 shows the results of validity and reliability test and a loading factor value above 0.7 [26] and a minimum reliability value of 0.6 [27]. Therefore, it can be concluded that the instrument has the validity and reliability.

C. Analytical Result

Based on the reliability test results, Table 2 shows that the four constructs, namely Destination Knowledge, Destination Innovation, Crowd working, Sustainability marketing performance are reliable. The statement is proven by the value of Construct Reliability of all variables are above 0.70. Thus, the reliability test of all variables in this study can be accepted.

After conducting a confirmatory analysis on the forming indicators of latent variables, the next analysis is a full model Structural Equal Modelling (SEM) analysis. The results of data
processing for the full SEM model analysis are presented as in figure 1.

![Full SEM model analysis](image)

The results of the goodness of fit for the full model of SEM test in this research model can be presented in Table 1.

### Table I. Testing Results of Goodness of Fit for the Complete Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goodness of Fit Index</th>
<th>Cut off Value</th>
<th>Estimation result</th>
<th>Model Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chi-Square (df=73)</td>
<td>Small (&lt;93.95)</td>
<td>74.083</td>
<td>Fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability</td>
<td>≥ 0.05</td>
<td>0.443</td>
<td>Fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMIN/DF</td>
<td>≤ 2.00</td>
<td>1.015</td>
<td>Fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFI</td>
<td>≥ 0.90</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>Fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGFI</td>
<td>≥ 0.90</td>
<td>0.872</td>
<td>Marginal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLI</td>
<td>≥ 0.95</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>Fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFI</td>
<td>≥ 0.95</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>Fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSEA</td>
<td>≤ 0.08</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>Fine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Analysed Primary Data, 2019

Results in Table 1 indicate that this model is suitable according to the data or Fit on the available data. Chi-square index, probability, CFI, TLI, GFI, CMINDF and RMSEA are in the range of expected values, which are included in either category. In the AGFI index, the results obtained are not good, but the value is close to the cut-off value or it can be said that marginal fit is a condition of the suitability of the measurement model under the fit size criteria, but it can still be continued in further analysis due to its closeness to the good fit criteria. Therefore, the model is still acceptable [28]. Based on these results, it can be concluded that this research model meets the size of the model suitability (goodness of fit) and can be continued in further analysis, that is testing the hypothesis. The estimated value of the path coefficient is known in Standardized Regression Weights while the significance of the effect is known from the value of C.R or the value of probability (p). If the value of CR > 1.96 or p < 0.05, then the effects of variables can be implied to be significant. The results of the overall hypothesis test are presented in Table 2 as follows.

### Table II. Inner Path Model Coefficients and Their Significance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Affecting Variable</th>
<th>Affected Variable</th>
<th>Standard Coefficient</th>
<th>C.R</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>The effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Destination Knowledge (X1)</td>
<td>Destination Innovativeness (Y1)</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td>4.222</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Destination Innovativeness (Y1)</td>
<td>Crowd working(Y2)</td>
<td>0.671</td>
<td>4.115</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Destination Innovativeness (Y1)</td>
<td>Sustainability marketing performance (Y3)</td>
<td>0.457</td>
<td>2.663</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Crowd working(Y2)</td>
<td>Sustainability marketing performance (Y3)</td>
<td>0.507</td>
<td>3.223</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>significant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the results of testing the overall model in table 2, the further mathematical model equation can be written in the form of Structural Equation Model (SEM) as follows:

\[ Y_1 = 0.600X_1 + \xi_1 \]
\[ Y_2 = 0.671Y_1 + \xi_2 \]
\[ R^2 = 0.360 (1) \]
\[ Y_3 = 0.457Y_1 + 0.507Y_2 + \xi_3 \]
\[ R^2 = 0.450 (2) \]

The coefficient determination value or R square (R2) in SEM analysis is known as the value of square multiple correlation. This value can be explained as follows:
The value of squared multiple correlation in the first equation is 0.360. This value indicates that 36.0% of the variation in the value of Destination Innovativeness is determined by the variation in the value of the Destination Knowledge variable.

The value of squared multiple correlation in the second equation is 0.450. This value describes that 45.0% of the variation in the value of Crowd working is determined by variations in the value of the Destination Innovativeness variable.

The value of squared multiple correlation in the third equation is 0.777. This value means that 77.7% of the variation in the value of Crowd working of Sustainability marketing performance is determined by variations in the value of the Destination Innovativeness and Crowd working variables.

Based on the results of SEM analysis, it can be seen that Destination Knowledge has a positive and significant effect on Destination Innovativeness. It is justified by the value of the critical ratio (CR) of which is 4.222 with a probability of 0.000. Due to the probability value is equal to <0.05, it can be concluded that Destination Knowledge has a significant effect on Destination Innovativeness which means that the better the Test Knowledge is, the higher the Destination Innovativeness will increase. Hence, the first hypothesis which states that there is an influence of Destination Knowledge on Crowd working can be accepted.

In addition, based on the SEM analysis results, we can see that Destination Innovativeness has positive and significant effect on Crowd working. This is affirmed from the CR value of 4.115 with a probability of 0.000. Since the probability value is equal to 0.05 (<0.05), it can be inferred that Destination Innovativeness has a positive and significant effect on Crowd working. That is, the better the Destination Innovativeness is, the higher the Crowd working process will increase. Therefore, the second hypothesis which states that there is an influence of Destination Knowledge on Crowd working can be accepted.

Furthermore, Job satisfaction has a positive and significant impact on Sustainability marketing performance. This is convinced from the CR value of 2.663 with a probability of 0.008. Since the probability value is equal to <0.05, it can be concluded that Destination Innovativeness has a positive and significant effect on Sustainability marketing performance which means the better the Destination Innovativeness is, the higher the Sustainability marketing performance will increase. Thus, the third hypothesis is accepted.

At last, Crowd working has also a positive and significant impact on Sustainability marketing performance. This is ascertained from the CR value of 3.223 with a probability of 0.001. Due to the probability value is equal to <0.05, it can be concluded that Crowd working has a positive and significant effect on Sustainability marketing performance. It means that the higher the Crowd working is, the higher the Sustainability marketing performance will increase. Thus the fourth hypothesis which says that Crowd working has effect on Sustainability marketing performance is accepted.

IV. DISCUSSION

With social media, the opportunities to promote the tourism destination are virtually endless. Crowd working in tourism industry defines as tourism destination that employ digital natives to tagging photographs and review their experience in visiting destination to their social media with tagging accounts, hashtag, communities and people. This exploratory research is examining crowd working as a new term in tourism that has not been investigated clearly and there is not much information available on it. The purpose of conducting this research is to develop more understanding about crowd working and provide answers to how crowdfunding benefit for tourism industry.

The result show that Crowd working and knowledge destination create an engagements of destination innovativeness to promote the destination trough social media content and this holds an enormous potential for the tourism industry. The more like and subscribe they got means their content has been viewed by a lot of people, and this means the information about tourist destinations in their content has been widespread and will have an impact on increasing the number of tourist visits. The good review noticed by netizen will make good reputation of the destination and will lead to intention tourist to visit. This paper has shown the importance of crowd working and how it can transform the value chain of tourism organizations into a challenge so people work in tourism sector can develop it into an innovative strategy to reach higher marketing impact. We are aware that this is an exploratory study and that these transformations need further consideration. Therefore, future research should test the theoretical topics examined on a larger tourism sector.

Knowledge destination is an amount or information own by a tourism destination resources about the destination. People who have good knowledge destination are having much information about the destination, able to guide visitor to enjoy the destination, know about the destination well and can deliver a story about the history about the destination, have the information needed by the visitor and able to explain the amenities to the visitor.

By having good destination knowledge, the manager will be able to provide good service to visitors, and to quickly identify the changes which occur in tourist destinations and to quickly cope as well as to bring the destination in following the development of a very dynamic tourism trend. By having sufficient knowledge about tourist destinations, the power of innovation can be increased as well. Thus, the impact on marketing performance of tourism destinations will increase.

The power of innovation in a tourist destination greatly supports tourism marketing. Visitors always want to get new experiences and new stories in visiting a tourist destination. The ability of destinations to innovate in line with changes in existing tourist interests is needed to determine the marketing strategies of tourist destinations.

V. CONTRIBUTIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Providing better insight about the factors which have potentials to affect Sustainability marketing performance through Destination Innovativeness in priority tourist attractions in Central Java is highly important. In improving the marketing performance of tourism destinations, a tourism destination management does not rely on human and natural
resources only. If the condition of a tourist destination is stagnant without any significant changes, visitors will never repeat the visit and will not give a good review of their visit to the tourist destination. This is very essential since our society is far more trusting the testimony of people who have already visited a particular tourist destination. In other word, the Word of Mouth to determine travel destinations is exceptionally important.

In improving the marketing performance, the tourist destinations can be improved through the role of crowd working with its indicators such as digital communities, social media promotion and networking. Through the role of ownership of knowledge destinations and innovativeness, this research is expected to provide benefits for the development of science, especially the management knowledge in understanding the characteristics of individuals in sharing knowledge, as a reference to determine strategic plans for the development of sustainable tourism in Central Java and a reference for other researchers who will take similar themes.

VI. DIRECTION FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

This research has not considered the heritage factor which possibly increases competitiveness / innovativeness in achieving sustainable marketing performance. The inclusion of heritage factor for further study can be a consideration.

VII. CONCLUSION

The existing literature on the crowdsourcing concept is relatively limited. Accordingly, this research adds a novel contribution to crowdsourcing literature and evaluates it and its impact as a source of the transformation of the tourism marketing. This article proposed sustainable marketing performance through innovativeness, knowledge implication [13] and crowd working.
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